
PART 23 REWRITE AVIONICS INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY

The idea behind the Part 23 rewrite is to simplify aircraft certification that will come to the market with some other
avionics supplier's gear.
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battery pack all would be designed to run an emergency modes in case one lift-fan failed, which LaBelle said
would give the aircraft the ability to satisfy Category A one-engine-inoperative requirements at maximum
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beliefs, health, sex life, or sexual orientation. Unfortunately not: the purpose of the part 23 rewrite is to make
it easier to certify a new aircraft type not individual avionics or other systems. Testing of full aircraft systems
would await completion of the first full-scale prototype, which LaBelle said would start as soon as additional
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investments were secured. The types of personally-identifying information that we collect about other people
at pages like these may include the person's name, address, e-mail address, or telephone number. Before we
share your sensitive personal information outside of the previously listed circumstances, we will ask you for
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